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ABSTRACT 
The health care data has been growing in its size and volume by the advancement of digital technology in medical field. Hence the 

very large data processing becomes inevitable in health data oriented medical field. For getting the quality plus fast result advance 

tools plus techniques are insufficient. The hadoop software framework technology is such tool which facilitates parallel and 

distributed computing. This paper focuses on studying the performance of healthcare datasets exploiting parallel k-mean(PK) 

clustering in Map Reduce on hadoop. This work reveals that the performance analysis in time and cost aspect of health data has 

potential effect through this hadoop technology. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Health is tiding-profound, incepted huge volumes of data steadily. It is appraised that up to 30% of the total 
health budget may be layout one way or another on piloting tiding, collecting it, looking for it, storing it. It is 
therefore necessity that tiding is managed in the uttermost effective way creditable in order to assure a high 
quality, safe service. Safe, reliable, healthcare be conditioned on call up to, and the use of, double cross that is 
accurate, valid, reliable, timely, relevant, legible and complete. For paragon, when  a patient is given a drug, a 
nurse should  be clear that they are managing the apropos dose of the correct drug to the right patient and that 
the patient is not allergic to it. Similarly, lack of informed tiding can lead to the superfluous counterfeits of tests 
– if critical diagnostic results are missing or overlooked, tests have to be repeated needless and, at best, 
appropriate treatment is delayed or at worst not given. In tallying, health prepossess has a key role to play in 
healthcare planning decisions - where to locate a new service, whether or not to advance a new national 
screening program and decisions on best regard highly for money in health and social care provision.[19] 
 Big data is also give description as large volumes of high velocity, complex plus variable data that require 
advanced techniques plus technologies to faces the challenges of capture, storage, distribution, management and 
analysis of information.[22] The denomination Big data describes the exponential growth and disposal of 
structured and unstructured data. Characteristics about big data by the 7Vs: volume, velocity, veracity and 
variety, variability, visualization, value [23]. 
 
A.Use of Big Data in Healthcare: 
1) Clinical Operations: 
 To work out more clinically relevant and cost-effective ways to pinpoint and treat patients 
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2)Public Health: 
• Analysing the disease patterns plus tracking disease rash and transmission to perk-up public health stakeout  
and fast acknowledgment 
• Faster development of more accurately targeted vaccines, e.g., choosing the annual influenza strains 
• Turning large amounts of data into unlawful  tidings that can be used to classy  needs, provide services, and 
forsee and avert crises, expressly for the aid of populations 
 
3) Evidence-based Medicine: 
 A variety of structured and unstructured data-EMRs occured Combine and analyse of financial plus 
operational data, clinical data, and genomic data to match the treatments with outcomes, and also predict 
patients at confront for disease or re-admission and endow more capable care. 
 
4 )Genomic analytics:  
 Carry out gene sequencing more well and cost forcefully and make genomic analysis a part of the expected 
medical care decision route and the upward patient medical record 
 
5) Device and   remote monitoring: 
 Capture and analyse the real-time large volume of data and fast-moving data from hospital and also from 
home devices, for security monitoring and opposing event prediction. 
 
6 )Patient profile analytics:  
 Apply beforehand analytics to patient profiles such as segmentation and predictive modelling to identify   
lone  who would benefit from practical care or lifestyle changes, for eg, those patients  that one  are at risk of 
developing a such disease (e.g., diabetes) who would benefit from pre-emptive care. 
 
7) Advantages: 
 Big data analytics generate tortious insights which can be used to croak disease outcomes, plan treatment 
protocols and for deliberate organisational forecasting. By digitising, combining and effectively using big data, 
healthcare organisations ranging from single doctors iteration to small and large hospitals to national hospital 
networks stand to account.[20] 
 
Related Work: 
 The "k-means" clustering algorithm was first used by James MacQueen in 1967 [3]. The basic original 
algorithm was first proposed by Stuart Lloyd in 1957 as a technique for signal processing, though it wasn't 
published until 1982. K-means algorithm is a widely used partitional clustering algorithm in the various 
application. The partitioning method constructs k partitions of the data, where each partition represents a cluster 
and k ≤ n (data objects) [6]. It clusters the data into k (no. of cluster) groups, which together fulfil the following 
requirements: 
[5]Each group must contain at least one object, and  
[6]Each object must belong to exactly one group [8]. 
 
A.K-means Algorithm [3]: 
Input: 
D={d1,d2….dn}//D contains data 
Object k//user defined number of clusters 
Output:A set of  K clusters 
Steps 
1:Randomly choose k data-items from D as initial centroids;  
2:Repeat the loop  
 As shown in above Algorithm, the original k-means algorithm make up of two phases: In the first phase 
determining the initial centroids and the other for assigning data object to the nearest clusters and then 
recomputed the cluster centroids. The second phase is carried out continuously until the clusters get stable, i.e., 
data objects stop moving over cluster boundaries [3]. 
 The k-means algorithm is effective in producing good clustering results for many applications [4]. The 
reasons for the popularity of k-means are ease and simplicity of implementation, scalability, speed of 
convergence and adaptability to sparse data [4]. K-means is simple and can be easily used for clustering of data 
practice and the time complexity is O(nkt), n is the number of objects, k is the number of clusters, t is the 
number of iterations, so it is generally regarded as very fast. Original k-means algorithm is computationally 
expensive and the quality of the resulting clusters heavily depends on the selection of initial centroids. K-means 
clustering is a partitioning clustering technique in which clusters are formed with the help of centroids. On the 
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basis of these centroids, clusters can vary from one another in different iterations. Also, data elements can vary 
from one cluster to another, as clusters are based on the random numbers known as centroids [6]. The K-Means 
algorithm has some drawbacks. These are as follows 
1. Lack of knowledge how to treat with inappropriate and clatter attributes.  
2. Lack of universal method how to choose the initial location of cluster centroids.  
3. The algorithm stuck in local minima value [7].  
4. The K-means algorithm takes number of clusters (K) as input from the user. But in the practical scenario, it 
is very difficult to fix the number of clusters in advance [8].  
5. Lack of universal method how to choose the initial location of cluster centroids because the result of K-
means algorithm depends on initial clustering centres; different centroids can cause different clusters, and can 
even lead to no resolution.  
 Lack of universal method how to choose the initial location of cluster centroids because the result of K-
means algorithm depends on initial clustering centres; different centroids can cause different clusters, and can 
even lead to no resolution. Various Application of clustering analysis is used in the rising areas like 
bioinformatics. Real life areas like speech recognition, genome data analysis and ecosystem data analysis also 
analysis of geographical information systems [3] [1]. Data clustering is used regularly in many applications such 
as data mining, vector quantization, pattern recognition, and fault detection & speaker recognition [5]. 
 To analyse and identifying the cancerous Data: Clustering algorithm can be used in identifying the 
cancerous data set. In this take known samples of cancerous and non-cancerous data set [9]. Clustering 
Algorithm in Search Engines [10]: Clustering algorithm is used search engines. In this clustering is done on the 
basis of keywords or phrases of similarity also search engine is group the similar object and dissimilar object in 
well separated clusters based on data. Clustering Algorithm in Academics [11]: In this based on the student 
academic performance cluster is formed. Clustering algorithm monitor the student performance. Based on the 
students score similarities they are grouped into different clusters. By knowing students present per cluster we 
can measure the whole class performance. Application of clustering analysis in wireless sensor networks [12]: 
Wireless Networks used clustering algorithm efficiently to analyse the network data usage. One application 
where it can be used is in Landmine detection. In this clustering algorithm plays the role of finding the cluster 
centre which collects all the data in its respective cluster. we rework k -means algorithm  [13] in MapReduce 
cage which is equipped by Hadoop to make the clustering method befitted to large scale data. By applying 
accurate <key, value> pairs, the proposed algorithm can be parallel carried out effectively. We conduct 
comprehensive experiments to classify the proposed algorithm and also working  with  k-means  clustering  job 
related  well  in  all the environment as it  the  base of all other  algorithms and  also an  excellent skill to reduce 
the computational load without notable affecting the solution worth and notable increases the performance of  
complexity analysis. Thus  by  running  the  k-means  in parallel mode  still  reduces  the  complexity, time and  
cost  and works  well  in large dataset  by using  the  medium called  Map Reduce  which  runs on  Hadoop  
environment. The results demonstrate that our algorithm can effectively deal with large scale datasets.  
 
B.Parallel K -Means Algorithm Based on MapReduce: 
 Swing with this distinct we boon the main design for Parallel K -Means (PKMeans) based on MapReduce. 
Foremost, we give a concise overview of the k -means algorithm and analyze the parallel parts in the algorithms. 
Then we explain how the needfulness cyber can be formalized as map and reduce operations in smarter.  
 
1) K -Means Algorithm: 
 K -means algorithm is the uttermost so-known and as a rule used clustering method. It takes the input 
parameter, k, in addition to partitions a set of n objects into k clusters in such wise that fact the resulting intra-
cluster comparison is high whereas the inter-cluster likeliness is low. Cluster similarity is measured according to 
the mean value of the objects to be allied to  the cluster, which can be close to as the cluster’s and it randomly 
selects k objects from the whole objects and that represent initial cluster centers. In general left over object is 
settled on  to the cluster to which it is the most likely, based on the distance between the object and to the cluster 
center. The new mean for each cluster is then deliberated. This process iterates for the duration of the criterion 
task converges. 
 In k -means algorithm, the greatest in-depth sum to occur is the sum of distances. In each iteration, it would 
depend on a total of (nk) distance sum where n is the number of objects and k is the number of clusters being 
cooked-up  that the distance reckonings between one object with the centers is of the subject to the distance 
reckoning between spare objects with the corresponding centers. Therefore, distance reckoning between 
deferent objects with centers can be parallel carried out. In each step, the new gravity, which are used in the next 
step, should be updated. Hence the step procedures must be carried out serially.  
 
 
2) PKMeans Based on MapReduce: 
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 As the analysis above, PKMeans algorithm commitment one kind about Map Reduce job. The map function  
the procedure of allotting each sample to the closest center meantime the reduce function ability the procedure 
of updating about new centers. In next off to decrease the cost of network communication, the intermediate 
values with the same key internals the same map task.[17] 
 
a)Map-function:  
 The input dataset is stocked on HDFS[16] as a sequence file of <key, value> pairs, each of which 
represents a preserve in the dataset. The key is the offset in bytes of this preserve to the start point of the data 
file, furthermost the set stored in a string of the composition of this record. The dataset is split furthermost 
globally broadcast directed towards all mappers. Accordingly, the distance computations are parallel done. For 
each map task, PKMeans paradigm a global variant centers whatever is an array the work  of information about 
centers of the clusters. Given the information, a mapper can estimate the closest center point for each trail. The 
go-between values are then composed of two parts: the index of the closest center point and the sample let it on. 
The pseudo code of map function is shown in Algorithm 1. 

 
 Note that Step 2 and Step 3 initialize the auxiliary variable minDis and index ; Step 4 computes the closest 
center point from the sample, in which the function ComputeDist (instance, centers [i ]) returns the distance 
between instance and the center point centers [i ]; Step 8 outputs the intermediate data which is used in the 
subsequent procedures. 

 
 
Fig. 1: Task Executation. 
 
b)Reduce-function:  
 The input of the reduce function is the data realized from each host. The data includes partial sum of the 
samples that have same cluster  and in reduce function, we can sum all the samples and figure out the total 
number of samples settled on to the same cluster. Therefore, we can get the new centers which are used for next 
iteration. The pseudocode for reduce purpose  shown as Algorithm 2. 
 
C.Parallel K-Means and derivatives: 
 The k-Means algorithm will make  each point to the cluster whose center  which is also named as the 
centroid . The center is kept as the average of all the points in the cluster — that is, its coordinates is taken as the 
arithmetic mean of each dimension . Example: The data set has three dimensions and the cluster has two 
points[18] 
X = (x1, x2, x3) and Y = (y1, y2, y3). Then the centroid Z becomes Z = (z1, z2, z3), where 
z1= x1+y1 , z2= x2+y2 and z3= x3+y3 
   2  2 2 
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D. Merits  to using this technique: 
a. The main quality of this algorithm are its simplicity and speed which let it to pioleted on large datasets. 
b. With a large number of variables, K-Means may be computationally faster than hierarchical clustering  
c. K-Means may produce tighter clusters than hierarchical clustering, especially if the clusters are globular. 
 
E.  Data Preprocessing: 
 Cleaning and filtering of the data might be naturally carried out with respect to the data and data mining 
algorithm employed therefore as to pass as  the creation of double leading or misplaced rules or patterns[13]. 
The steps involved in the pre-processing of a dataset is about removing the unwanted records, normalizing the 
values used to represent information in the dataset, accounting for missing data points and removing extra data 
fields. To make data befitting for the mining process it needs to be mutant. The raw data is changed into data 
sets with a few appropriate features. Moreover it might be fundamental to combine the data so as to reduce the 
number of data sets besides minimizing the memory and processing resources required by the data mining 
algorithm [14]. This leads to removal of duplicate records and  supplying the missing values in striking dataset 
.In increasing ,it also born again to a new form which is appropriate for clustering [15]. 
 
Experimental Result: 
 In this section we evaluate the performance  of our proposed algorithm in terms such as speed-up, scale-up 
,size-up[21].performance experiment were run on PC with the following hardware configuration with processor 
type   as I3 PROCESSOR and processor speed as Intel(R)CORE(TM)i3-2350M CPU@2.30GHZ with RAM of 
4GB .The software configuration  having windows operating system 7 having the tool of Hadoop 1.6.1 and 
MapReduce and Oracle vm workstation .The dataset  used in this experiment comes from UCI repository. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: (a) speed-up. 
 
 Figure 2(a) represents the performance comparison i.e., speed-up between the  k-means (base)and Parallel 
K-Means(proposed).It has been proven that parallel k-means have the greatest speed when working on map 
reduce technique as compare to normal k-means when working on large dataset. 
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Fig. 2: (b) size-up. 
 
 Figure 2(b) represents the performance comparison i.e., size-up between k-means(base) and parallel k-
means (proposed)and it has been proven that parallel k-means have greatest size-up and is time consuming when 
working in map reduce technique as compared to k-means when working on the large dataset. 
 

.  
Fig. 2: (c) scale-up. 
 
 Figure 2(c) represents the performance comparison i.e., between k-means and parallel k-means and proven 
that parallel k-means have the greatest scale-up when working on map reduce technique as compared to k-
means when working on the large dataset.  
 
Conclusion: 
 In this paper, work represents only a small first step in using the Map Reduce programming technique in the 
process of large-scale data Sets. We take the advantage of the parallelism of Map Reduce to design a parallel 
KMeans clustering algorithm based on Map Reduce. This algorithm can spontaneously cluster the massive data, 
making full use of the Hadoop cluster performance. It can finish the clustering in a relatively short period of 
time. Parallelism is much faster than Map Reduce 
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